Exploring the Global Safety Net with Bioneers and other updates

One Earth Events
We're excited to announce two upcoming virtual events that present in-depth overviews of the game changing science initiatives that form the foundation of the One Earth vision — the Global Safety Net and the 1.5C Climate Model.

*Integrating Climate Action and Biodiversity Conservation into a Blueprint for a Livable Planet*
At the Bioneers 2020 conference One Earth’s Executive Director Justin Winters will host a panel of policy experts and Indigenous leadership to dive into the recently released Global Safety Net, a ‘blueprint’ on how to solve the twin crises of biodiversity loss and climate change with a clear focus on Indigenous rights and stewardship. Register for the event [here](#) and use the code OneEarth20 during checkout to receive 20% off the ticket price. December 5th from 3:30 – 4:45 p.m. ET

*Achieving the Paris Climate Goals in the COVID-19 era*
One Earth and F20 will host a one-hour overview of the breakthrough 1.5C Climate Model. Lead author Sven Teske with join One Earth’s Managing Director Karl Burkart and F20’s Secretary General Stefan Schurig to discuss how we stay below the dangerous threshold of 1.5 degrees Celsius, achieving net-zero emissions before 2040, with currently available natural climate solutions. Register for the webinar [here](#). December 7th from 2:00 – 3:00 p.m. ET

One Earth named official nominator of the Earthshot Prize
Launched by Prince William in 2020, the [Earthshot Prize](#) is the most prestigious global environment prize in history. The Royal Foundation has recognized One Earth for our experience in locating on-the-ground projects working towards a cleaner, greener world and has named us an official nominator. We will be nominating individuals, communities, businesses, and organizations whose solutions make the most progress towards achieving the five Earthshots – simple but ambitious goals which if achieved by 2030 will improve life for us all. The five Earthshots are: Protect & Restore Nature, Clean Our Air, Revive Our Oceans, Build a Waste-free World, and Fix Our Climate. The search for the first winners has officially begun!
NEW: Featured project of the month from the One Earth Marketplace

On-the-ground climate solutions are key to solving the climate crisis, but they’re critically underfunded. One Earth’s Project Marketplace features projects around the world that contribute directly towards the collective goal of staying below 1.5°C in global average temperature rise. Kicking off our new section in the newsletter, which will highlight a new project each month, is the Sophia Point Rainforest Research Centre. Located in the heart of Guyana’s rainforest, the center will focus on preserving critical rainforests and transforming education in Sophia Point. With a proposed 40-acre site alongside the Essequibo River, it will be the country’s first wildlife and rainforest research center.

Stay connected to One Earth everyday by following us:
Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | Youtube | LinkedIn

Thank you for your commitment to solving climate change and creating a vibrant future!